Answer keys:

I. Multiple Choice (1% x 15)

1-5    ADDBB
6-10   BCABB
11-15  DBDDC

II. Cloze Test (2% x 20)

16-20  BCADC
21-25  CDABB
26-30  BCDBC
31-35  ABACD

III. Reading Comprehension (2% x 5)

(A) 36-37  B D
(B) 38-40  BorD C A

IV. Vocabulary (1% x 20)

41. represents  42. acquire  43. combination  44. achievable  45. grateful
46. distinction  47. victory  48. comfort  49. humble  50. remarkable
51. respectively 52. stressful  53. visually  54. combattant  55. stunning
56. instruments  57. historic  58. scattered  59. captured  60. imitating

V. Translation (15%)

A. An English teacher’s prayer: O Lord, build me a high school student 61. who will take his /English assignments seriously (2%) and hand them on time; one who will know when to study and that 62. to memorize English words/ is the foundation stone (2%) of learning English.

B. A high school student’s prayer: O Lord, build me an English teacher who will be

63. compassionate enough (1%) to give us no homework; one who can give us 64. spiritual support /when we are frustrated (2%) with tests and failures.

C. A father’s prayer: Lead my son, I pray, to 65. meet my expectations, /most of which (2%) may be high, but please guide him to overcome the difficulties. Lead him to enter the gate of a national university. Let me be satisfied with his achievements 66. in which /I will take pride (2%).

And then, I, his father, 68. will be grateful/ to you for (2%) your kindness and guidance.

61. who will take his /English assignments seriously (2%)  
62. to memorize English words/ is the foundation stone (2%)  
63. compassionate enough(1%)  
64. spiritual support /when we are frustrated (2%)  
65. meet my expectations, /most of which (2%)  
66. in which /I will take pride(2%)  
67. That’s what/ I ask for. (2%)  
68. will be grateful/ to you for (2%)